and finally into an online game. The Muddle Earth book is a hybrid between two narrative genres, fantasy adventure and comedy. 5 Since it is essentially a parody of the hero's journey genre, and more specifically a parody of Tolkien's Lord of the Rings saga, it can be termed a 'comedic hero's journey '. 6 As the publisher's description reads:
Where would you find a perfumed bog filled with pink sticky hogs and exploding gas frogs? A place that's home to a wizard with only one spell, an ogre who cries a lot and a very sarcastic budgie? Welcome to Muddle Earth. A place where anything can happen -and usually does. The book tells the humorous saga of Joe, a schoolboy who accidentally falls into an odd world. Joe and his quirky companions -the useless wizard Randalf the Wise, Norbert the gentle troll and Veronica the acidly sarcastic budgie -travel across the lands in a parodying Tolkienesque journey to defeat Dr Cuddles, a blue teddy bear disguised as evil sorcerer.
In the Summer of 2009 the BBC announced the commissioning of a Muddle Earth animated cartoon programme, which the institution describes as an '[a]nimated high comedy-fantasy-adventure series that brings the eponymous illustrated book to life'. 8 It was the BBC's first ever in-house long-form animation series, consisting of two seasons of thirteen 11-minute episodes aired on BBC1 and CBBC from March 2010.
9
With the television series under production the BBC then commissioned Dubit to create a browser-based Muddle Earth game. According to BBC documentation the 'Muddle Earth MMO/Virtual World' was intended 'to complement the series . . . [and] to provide a fun and humorous way to interact with the world and characters'. 10 The game, launched in October 2010, and which was -at the time of writing -still live online, is described to players as 'a multiplayer game based on the CBBC animation series of the same name'.
11 The game adaptation was based principally on the cartoon, with the book used as a complementary source of material. There were significant changes in the adaptations of the Muddle Earth texts, but the key objective persisted of maintaining the book's comedic style and tone consistently across media.
What follows focuses primarily on the game adaptation, drawing on data from reading the book, watching the cartoon, playing the game, interviewing production personnel and analysing production documents; the chapter uses these data to investigate the ways in which the Muddle Earth narrative travelled across media. It argues, with Leitch, that adaptation studies should no longer centre on fidelity (or other
